
Nine

Stephanie Do you think somebody will find him?

Cat They might do, Stephanie.

Stephanie We should bury him more deeply.

Cat Yeah.

Stephanie We should call the police.

Cat Why?

Stephanie Because if they found out that we've been back here and we didn't do anything 
they'll probably realise we did it.

Cat You did it.

Stephanie Yeah.

Cat It was nothing to do with me.

Stephanie No.

Cat I thought we were going to take him home.

Stephanie Maybe it's better just to leave him then. It's probably better not to interfere. If 
we ignore it I think it'll definitely go away.Some time.I can't believe they've not found him. 
They must be idiots.Some time.I like your shoes.

Cat Thanks.

Stephanie They're beautiful.

Cat I got them second-hand.

Stephanie They're a real find.

Cat They were cheap as well.

Stephanie That's good.

Cat Thirty quid.

Stephanie Wicked.Some time.Are you all packed?

Cat Yeah.

Stephanie That's good.

Cat Mum packed for me.



Stephanie That's nice of her.

Cat gives Stephanie  Alex's iPod Touch.

Cat I brought you this back. You should give it to Alex. It's shit. Dad got us an iPhone 4. It's 
much better. The apps are better. The screen's better. It's got a phone on it.

Stephanie Brilliant.Some time.We could bury this with him and then the police'll trace it 
back to Alex and he'll have been framed.

Cat Ha!Some time.I'm sorry about your mum.

Stephanie What about her? Oh yeah. That's all right. Thank you for apologising.

Cat When's the funeral?

Stephanie I don't think we're going to have a funeral. We probably will. I'll let you know. 
You could come back for it.

Cat I don't think I'll do that.

Stephanie No. How old do you think he looks?

Cat I don't know.

Stephanie Do you think they'll be able to recognise him if they do find him?

Cat I think they probably will, Stephanie, yes.

Stephanie Where do you think he looks like he comes from?

Cat Not around here.

Stephanie How can you tell?

Cat I can't really. It was just a thought.

Stephanie He looks fatter than I remember him being.

Cat He's become bloated. It happens.

Stephanie Look at those marks in his skin. I didn't make those marks.

Cat They're from all the flies.
Stephanie Flies?

Cat Flies from the earth eating their way inside him. Soon they'll lay eggs and little 
maggots will start crawling out of him.

Stephanie He doesn't look sad at all, does he?



Cat No.

Stephanie What do you think it felt like being him?

Cat I don't know.

Stephanie I can't remember my lines.

Cat What?

Stephanie I can't remember what I'm meant to say next. Can you?

Cat I don't know what you're talking about.

Stephanie It's horrible. Do you want some gin?

Cat Yes, please.

Stephanie Here.
She passes Cat a bottle of gin.

Cat Thank you.
She drinks.
It doesn't even taste nice.

Stephanie No.

Cat I've noticed that for the past few days.

Stephanie What?

Cat Nothing tastes nice any more. My clothes feel horrible.Every time I stand up I feel 
heavy.I feel poor.

Stephanie You're not poor.

Cat No, but I feel it.

Stephanie bends down. She picks up Stephen's hat. She looks at it. She wipes dirt off it. 
She adjusts its size. She tries it on. It fits.

Cat Dick.

Stephanie How does it look?

Cat It suits you.

Stephanie nods.
Some time.
She bends down again and picks up Stephen's bracelet.

Cat What are you going to do with that?



Stephanie Sell it.

Cat How much will you get for it, do you think?

Stephanie Not much. Five pounds maybe. I'll ask for ten and probably end up with 
five.

Cat Have the police interviewed you yet?

Stephanie Twice. Once last night and again this morning.

Cat They probably know it was you then, don't they? They're probably suspicious. You're 
probably their prime suspect.

Stephanie I went round to see his mum.

Cat Why?

Stephanie I went round to ask her if he was in. I asked her if he wanted to come out. You 
should have seen her face. I couldn't stop giggling.

Cat I'm still going.

Stephanie –

Cat Don't think you've stopped me leaving because you haven't.

Stephanie What makes you think I was trying to stop you from leaving?

Cat –

Stephanie What time are you heading off?

Cat In the morning. Dad's taken a day off work.

Stephanie They'll still find you.
Cat They won't be looking for me.

Stephanie When they find you, are you going to tell them what happened?

Cat No.

Stephanie You better not.

Cat I won't.

Stephanie Do you promise?


